FIRESIDE CUSHIONS

About
At Highbrook Lodge, a warm and welcoming atmosphere is just one piece of the fabric that creates the close-kit community where campers share laughter, learn valuable skills, and create memories to last a lifetime. With many memories being made around our indoor fire in Smith Lodge, we are looking for someone to create some new, much needed cushions for use around the fire.

The Need
This project calls for a creative volunteer to create comfy cushions for use at Highbrook Lodge.

Materials
Materials for this project will need to be donated before this project is able to be completed. Please consult CSC for more information about how donations are solicited if you are interested in helping with this project. All tools needed for the project must be supplied by the volunteer.

To apply: https://bit.ly/cscvolproject

For more:
mmauk@clevelandsightcenter.org - 216-658-4581